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Finesse lives up to its name! Look, admire & be surprised.   Finesse announces sleeping comfort 

generation 5.0.   Finesse stands for exceptionally refined design & smart technology.  You control 

Finesse.  You control the comfort, the look & feel.   Finesse?  A delight for the eye, a blessing for body & 

spirit.   This is not a boxspring bed, this is a dream ...  A State of the Art design & well-feeling!

Look, admire & be surprised



Design & Comfort

Finesse is design excellence it uses a high end metal finish as used 

with aluminium finishings or window frames.  A powder coating with 

a magnificent texture: look and feel!

You recognize this exclusive finish right by the very subtle glint in the 

varnish.  A refined touch of top-class!

Finesse owes its sophisticated looks to his high-tech construction. 

Everything is fixed to metal. You might look under the bed. ... The 

motors anchored within the frame.  No hinges, but robust profiles. 

Two single beds are linked together to form a double bed by use of 

multiple connectors. 

In short: Finesse is a powerful example of stability & durability.

The ultimate proof? Put on your socks and shoes and stand on the 

edge of the lifted foot end; Finesse remains motionless on his slender 

legs.

With it design feet, the Finesse seems to float above the ground.  Even 

at the head end the floor is free.  The bedside tables too. 

With all luxurious designs, all mechanics hang invisibly under the bed.

This floating design has a visual effect: you have a clear view of the 

space under the bed. 

You see the floor, the light shines freely; it gives a transparent image, a 

spacious feel.  The floating design also has a hygienic aspect: you can 

thoroughly clean your bedroom — away from bedside tables, engines, 

cords and cables. Under your bed no accumulation of dust!  It gives a 

really uncluttered feel.

Spacious and clean lines

Solid as a rock!

Top class!



You can tailor make Finesse and follow the rhythm of your heart. 

The headboard, the side tables and the boxspring are beautifully 

upholstered.  Upholstering feet and frame is a matter of click & select 

or design.  The metal you can cover with a 3D, upholstered decorative 

accessory: upholster the legs and the trim in between the legs with 

stylish options. Just click them in!  The integrated magnets assure a 

perfect fit.  They seamlessly fit into the metal profiles.

The Deco accessories are optional per set: when and as often as you 

want. The fabric makes the difference: between a purist or cosy stylized 

Finesse.  The choice is yours.  With or without deco fabric?

Today like this, tomorrow otherways?  In a minute you can restyle your 

Finesse bed.

Dresscode

Accessories

Finish your Finesse with floating night tables attached to the frame.  The 

wooden top is lined by a raised safety edge.  At a touch you can easily put 

in your belongings.  And if you accidentally knock over your nightcap … 

not yet a disaster!

Finesse bedside tables are available in 2 versions:

- a gliding version; this side table runs on a rail underneath the frame. 

 You can glide it forwards or backwards smoothly.  

 Whether you’re sitting or lying, you’ll always have everything at your  

 fingertips.  The table can each time meet your position.

- a fixed version including an upholstered drawer.  This bedside table  

 is attached to the frame.  The tray slides in the direction of foot.   

 Always reachable from within your bed: your valuables are right at  

 hand.  Safe and gentle, the side table is even upholstered on the   

 inside!

Personal



Light, day and night 

Finesse offers you light in the darkness.  The remote control 

comes standard with a flashlight.  Always useful if you still need 

something.  Trying to find something in the dark or the light 

switch?  You just turn on your flashlight without murmurings and 

rumblings.  

Flashlight

Finesse is equipped with Led-floor lighting.  Hidden within the 

frame, under the bed.  Ideal if you need to get up at night! Just 

lit the floor next to your bed.  You don’t actually need more light. 

Your partner sleeps undisturbed, even when you crawl back into 

bed moments later.

The floor light can be dimmed and switched on or out by the 

push of a button.

Floorlight







Finesse combines design and comfort. The ultra fine boxspring is filled 

with mini-pocket springs: 5cm high, 500 pieces per m². (To give you 

an idea: on average a mattress offers around 300 springs per m²) The 

Finesse pocket springs are tuned to match the body zones.  Your body 

is super ergonomically supported!

The mini pocket springs spread over almost the entire length and width 

of the Finesse within a small foam framework.  You are not affected by 

firm edges!

On the Finesse you can relax, sleep and dream and enjoy an ergonomic 

balanced sleeping comfort.

Pocketspring

Ergonomic sleeping comfort

Finesse is VIV-labelled: Vertical Integrated Ventilation.  Ventilation is 

the condition for a healthy sleep climate.  Everyone perspires at night: 

people perspire about 500 ml per night. It is easy to understand why 

ventilation is essential: airflow evaporates moisture.  The reason why 

Finesse is at the top, it is finished with a breathable 3D fabric.

The wooden bottom plate inside the base has ventilation holes 

in strategic places. The holes are neatly finished with a matching 

coverplate.   This way air can flow freely from top to bottom assuring 

a 100% vertical ventilation.  Finesse offers you a guaranteed vertical 

fresh sleeping climate.

VIV®-label

Anti Skid finish
Each detail has a meaning.  Those wavy lines on the 3D fabric? 

Indeed, you spontaneously link it with rippling water and a walk 

on the beach.  The wavy lines visualize the refreshing effect.  But 

actually they have a very practical reason: the wavy line is made in 

latex.  They keep the mattress always in place, even when adjusting 

your electrical Finesse!     

Functions & Features



Ergonomic sleeping comfort
Soft like a whisper

Functions & Features
Finesse is available in a flat or in various adjustable versions: adjustable 

head and foot end, different number of motors even including 

vibrating massage.  No lack of options.

Whatever you choose, the mechanism is always hidden.  The motors 

and transformers are fitted tightly within the metal frame, the cables 

are attached through a cable management system.

Finesse uses linear motors: insiders know what this means!  More 

efficient does not exist.  The engine pushes only the desired amount 

upwards or downwards.  Linear motors save forces and energy.

And listen ... Indeed.  You hear nothing!  Bearings, plastic, make 

sure that the sound is muted. Finesse puts your bed to its position in 

whispermode.

Programming
Finesse uses the very stable radio frequency channels to interact with 

the remote control, the best way to secure a perfect control over your 

bed.  Your favorite positions & features can be programmed within 

the remote using the different keys.  At the touch of a button on your 

screen the Finesse automatically acts as requested.

AS-preset 
AS stands for anti-snore: anti-snoring.  Immediately you are thinking 

about the annoying sound of snoring.  In fact, snoring is a symptom. 

The causes are various: smoking, drinking, age, sleeping on your back. 

You snore as your windpipe is partially blocked.   You long (snore) for 

a small air.  The medically proven solution: sleeping with your head 

slightly up, at an angle of 7-8°.  Your larynx gets all the space, the 

airpipes are opened at maximum and you can breath freely. 

AS also stands for anti-push. Your heart has to pump blood 

continuously, even against gravity: as well as you stand, sit or even lay 

down.  The medical solution: sleeping with your legs slightly up, at an 

angle of 7-8°.  Your feet are no longer at the lowest level.  Your blood 

can circulate freely, from head to toe.  Your heart doesn’t have to pump 

so heavily, because it is in balance: in line with the rest of your body.    

This 7-8° position for your head & feet is standard programmed under 

the preset button AS. 

Finesse in AS position allows a good oxygen supply during the entire 

night and improves blood circulation: this is crucial for your heart & 

body!

Z-preset 
Z stands for Zero Gravity. Think of astronauts in space or the Fowler-

position of bedridden patients in hospitals, or the fetal position of 

a baby in the womb.  They all have one thing in common: the body 

posture; raised knees plus the back angled or curved.

Zero Gravity is committed to such a feeling of weightlessness in bed. 

We all suffer from gravity pressure all day.  Your body really needs to 

recover quickly.

The medically sound solution: your upper body and knees tilted up 

at an angle of 28°, this way your pelvis will be at the lowest point 

of the bed.  The effects you feel straight away! Your (abdominal) 

muscles relax at maximum.  You have less pressure on your chest, you 

can breathe easier.  Your legs are less heavy.  Blood circulation and 

oxygen supply come quickly back up to standard.  These effects you 

will notice them even harder when putting the Finesse bed back in its 

horizontal position.

This 28° stand for your upper body & knees is preset under the Z 

button.

The Finesse in Z-position quickly puts your body in balance: within a 

few minutes you feel like reborn. Absolutely delicious!

Sleep-ritual
Would you like to enjoy the ‘Finesse’ of your night’s sleep? Then 

don’t go to bed and try to sleep right away.  You deserve better! 

Finish the day and start the night with the Finesse sleep-ritual. 

The only thing left to do: 2 steps. 

Step 1: activate the Z-position once you lay down in bed.  You feel 

the stress from your body floating away.  Go out of this position 

after about 10 minutes. 

Step 2: activate the AS-position before you really go to sleep.  You 

are not aware what happens at night: you will notice only when you 

wake up.  Put your bed back to its horizontal position when getting 

out of the bed, not before.

So small the bother, so intense the effect.  What a great beginning 

of a new day!  Day in, day out ... Thank you so much, Finesse!



MASS

S-feature

Functions & Features
Finesse is available in flat or electrical adjustable versions.  You do not see the difference.  Two single beds together 

form a uniform complete whole.  Let us dream away and choose your favorite model.  Adjusting 2 identical 

electrical beds can be done in perfect sync mode.  Together the back and/or legs up? 

The S-function will move both beds simultaneously with millimeter accuracy, on the second exactly. 

It feels like GPS technology!  Finesse offers you an experience of the ultimate I + you = we-feeling.

Massage-feature 
Finesse lets you enjoy a massage on-demand.  Would you like to massage just your legs or your back?  Or both, in 

a smooth motion?  Choose ‘the soft hand’ or the ‘firm grip’ mode.  Long or rather short and sweet?  Would you like 

your daily massage, or something less frequently?   You can arrange it all by yourself, with one finger.  You don’t 

have to leave your bed and house; the ultimate wellness@home. 

Finesse including massage allows your body & mind to relax: bye bye stress. 

S-function ON

S-function OFF



Functions & Features Dimensions
Bed and headboard

width 90 100 120 140 150 160 180 200

HB Finesse +24cm +24cm +24cm +24cm +44cm +44cm +44cm +44cm

HB Flair +12cm +12cm +12cm +12cm +12cm +12cm +12cm +12cm

HB Feel +20cm +20cm +20cm +20cm +20cm +20cm +20cm +20cm

one piece two-pieces

Finesse beds are available in sizes 200 – 210 – 220 cm length. 

The maximum width for the one piece version is 140 cm; in a two-part version you have a choice to 200 cm width.

The headboards -by their design- are always oversized; a list of the actual widths:

Finesse
Basic

Finesse 
Comfort

Finesse
de Luxe

Finesse 
Fine Fleur *

ADJUSTABLE PARTS
•	 Back   

•	 + head   

•	 Leas   

•	 + knee   

FEATURES
•	 Anti-Snore  

•	 Zero-Gravity  

FUNCTIONS
•	 Parallel 

•	 Synchro  

•	 Memory  

•	 Massage 

LIGHT
•	 Flashlight   

•	 Floorlight   

LCD-DISPLAY
•	 Time  

*  Finesse Fine Fleur controls head, back, thighs and feet individually.
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Functions
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